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For प्रकाश Minds 

nformation not only wants to be free, it also wants to get displayed in an almost infinite set of 
different settings. And information that can get laid horizontally is merely the first step. One can 
envision the embedding of text with video with pictures with games with real-time relays and 

responses with options yet imagined—all immediately accessible not by a mouse but by touch. In 
other words, we want an I-Phone on steroids, not a Kindle with color. We want a multi-tasker, an 
electronic Swiss Army device that can augment itself daily with new tools. But in order for much of 
this to happen, the computer has to become truly portable, flexible (yes, yogic hardware is the right 
metaphor here), and ready to be embedded with all sorts of new and innovative applications.  
The future of the book is in how information will be displayed. We no longer live in a singular 
universe of typographical man, with left to right symbol systems. We live in a multi-verse of light, 
sound, reaction, and hypertext. We are scanners; we are grazers; we are ….. neuralsurfers  
 
 

Information Channels: 
 

MAIN WEBSITE: http://www.neuralsurfer.com 

 

MSAC BOOKS: http://www.msacphilosophygroup.com 

 
MSAC MAGAZINES: http://sites.google.com/site/msacmagazines/ 

 

PHOTONIC NARRATIVES: http://www.youtube.com/user/neuralsurfer 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA: http://sites.google.com/site/neuralsurfergroup/ 

 

CONTACT: neuralsurfer@yahoo.com 
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45 BOOK TITLES 

 

  From Quantum Theory to Evolutionary Philosophy  



35 DIGITAL MOVIES 

 

 

 

 

___________ 

From neuroscience to surfing 

http://elearn.mtsac.edu/dlane/withpriority5.mpg


20  INTELLECTUAL FORUMS 
Including: 

The MSAC Philosophy Group (2, 300 members) 

Radhasoami Studies (1,000 members) 

Vegans (1,200 members) 

American Religious Diversity (879 members) 

Science and Religion (212 members) 

Occam’s Razor (833 members) 

Photonic Narratives (675 members) 

Eckankar History (373 members) 

Sathya Sai Baba History (1,100 members) 

Consilience (323 members) 

Einstein’s Chalkboard (362 members) 

World Religions (289 members) 

__________________________ 

  

Started in the Fall of 1998, the intellectual forums sponsored by the MSAC 

Philosophy Group have generated nearly 500,000 posts. Today, Radhasoami 

Studies is the most active forum in the world on the history of the Sant Mat in 

India and elsewhere averaging over a thousand unique posts per month. 



40  WEBSITES, BLOGS AND PODCASTS 
Including: 

The Neural Surfer 

The Neural Surfer Diary (started in the Fall of 1999) 

The Neural Surfer Audio Library 

Ideas in Science and Religion 

Neural Reading 

Neural Classics in Philosophy 

Neural Surfer Social Media 

Neural Expert Lectures 

MSAC Philosophy 

MSAC World Religions 

MSAC Critical Thinking 

Neural Wiki 

__________________________ 

 

 
 

 

The Neural Surfer website was first formed in the Fall of 1994 and within six 

months won Point’s top 5% of all websites award. It soon emerged as the single 

largest website at Mt. San Antonio College and now contains hundreds of 

thousands of posts, articles, films, and varied links. 



 

The MSAC Philosophy Group &                                            
The Neural Surfer Enclave of Publications 

“Where the Skeptical meets the Mystical” 


